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General Introduction

T H 1 s series puts into circulation single annotated editions of early
modern play-texts whose literary and theatrical histories have been
overshadowed by editorial practices dominant since the eighteenth
century.
The vast majority of Shakespeare's modern readership encounters
his works initially through the standard modernised editions of the
major publishing houses, whose texts form the basis of innumerable
playhouse productions and classroom discussions. While these
textualisations vary considerably in terms of approach and detail,
the overwhelming impression they foster is not of diversity but
uniformity: the same plays are reprinted in virtually identical
words, within a ubiquitous, standardised format. Cumulatively,
such texts serve to constitute and define a particular model of
Shakespeare's work, conjuring up a body of writing which is given
and stable, handed down by the author like holy writ. But the
canonical status of these received texts is ultimately dependent not
upon a divine creator, but upon those editorial mediations (rendered
transparent by the ·discursive authority of the very texts they
ostensibly serve) that shape the manner in which Shakespeare's
works are produced and reproduced within contemporary culture.
Many modern readers of Shakespeare, lulled by long-established
editorial traditions into an implicit confidence in the object of their
attention, probably have little idea of what a sixteenth-century
printed play-text actually looked like. Confronted with an example,
she or he could be forgiven for recoiling before the intimidating
display of linguistic and visual strangeness - antique type, nonstandardised spelling, archaic orthographic conventions, unfamiliar
and irregular speech prefixes, oddly placed stage directions, and
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possibly an absence of Act and scene divisions. 'It looks more like
Chaucer than Shakespeare,' observed one student presented with a
facsimile of an Elizabethan text, neatly calling attention to the
peculiar elisions through which Shakespeare is accepted as modern,
while Chaucer is categorised as ancient. A student reading Chaucer
in a modern translation knows that the text is a contemporary
version, not a historical document. But the modern translations of
Shakespeare which almost universally pass as accurate and authentic
representations of an original - the standard editions - offer
themselves as simultaneously historical document and accessible
modern version - like a tidily restored ancient building.
The earliest versions of Shakespeare's works existed in plural and
contested forms. Some nineteen of those plays modern scholars
now attribute to Shakespeare (together with the non-dramatic
verse) appeared in cheap quarto format during his life, their
theatrical provenance clearly marked by an emphasis upon the
companies who owned and produced the plays rather than the
author. 1 Where rival quartos of a play were printed, these could
contrast starkly: the second quarto of The tragicall historie of
Hamlet, prince ofDenmarke (1604), for example, is almost double the
length of its first quarto (1603) predecessor and renames many of
the leading characters. In 1623, Shakespeare's colleagues Heminge
and Condell brought out posthumously the prestigious and expensive First Folio, the earliest collected edition of his dramatic works.
This included major works, such as The Tragedy of Macbeth, The
Tragedie of Anthonie, and Cleopater, and The Tempest, which had
never before been published. It also contained versions of those
plays, with the exception of Pericles, which had earlier appeared in
quarto, versions which in some cases differ so markedly from their
notional predecessors for them to be regarded not simply as variants
of a single work, but as discrete textualisations independently
framed within a complex and diversified project of cultural production; perhaps, even, in some senses, as separate plays. In the case of
Hamlet, for example, the Folio includes some eighty lines which are
not to be found in the second quarto, yet omits a fragment of
around 230 lines which includes Hamlet's final soliloquy, 2 and far
greater differences exist between certain other pairings.
This relatively fluid textual situation continued throughout the
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seventeenth century. Quartos of individual plays continued to
appear sporadically, usually amended reprints of earlier editions,
but occasionally introducing new works, such as the first publication
of Shakespeare and Fletcher's The two noble kinsmen (1634), a play
which was perhaps excluded from the Folio on the basis of its
collaborative status. 3 The title of another work written in collaboration with Fletcher, Cardenio, was entered on the Stationer's
Register of 1653, but it appears not to have been published and the
play is now lost. The First Folio proved a commercial success and
was reprinted in 1632, although again amended in detail. In 1663, a
third edition appeared which in its 1664 reprinting assigned to
Shakespeare seven plays, never before printed in folio, viz. Pericles
Prince of Tyre; The London prodigall; The history of Thomas Ld
Cromwell; Sir John Oldcastle Lord Cobham; The Puritan widow; A
Yorkshire tragedy; The tragedy of Locrine. These attributions, moreover, were accepted uncritically by the 1685 Fourth Folio.
The assumptions underlying seventeenth-century editorial practice, particularly the emphasis that the latest edition corrects and
subsumes all earlier editions, is rarely explicitly stated.· They are
graphically illustrated, though, by the Bodleian Library's decision
to sell off as surplus to requirements the copy of the First Folio it
had acquired in 1623 as soon as the enlarged 1663 edition came into
its possession. 4 Eighteen'th-century editors continued to work
within this tradition. Rowe set' his illustrated critical edition from
the 1685 Fourth Folio, introducing further emendations and modernisations. Alexander Pope used Rowe as the basis of his own text,
but he 'corrected' this liberally, partly on the basis of variants
contained with the twenty-eight quartos he catalogued but more
often relying on his own intuitive judgement, maintaining that he
was merely 'restoring' Shakespeare to an original purity which had
been lost through 'arbitrary Additions, Expunctions, Transpositions
of scenes and lines, Confusions of Characters and Persons, wrong
application of Speeches, corruptions of innumerable passages' 5
introduced by actors. Although eighteenth-century editors disagreed
fiercely over the principles of their task, all of them concurred in
finding corruption at every point of textual transmission (and in
Capell's case, composition), and sought the restoration of a perceived
poetic genius: for Theobald, Warburton, Johnson and Steevens,
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'The multiple sources of corruption justified editorial intervention;
in principle at least, the edition that had received the most editorial
attention, the most recent edition, was the purest because the most
purified. ' 6
This conception of the editorial function was decisively challenged
in theory and practice by Edmund Malone, who substituted the
principles of archaeology for those of evolution. For Malone, there
could be only one role for an editor: to determine what Shakespeare
himselfhad written. Those texts which were closest to Shakespeare
in time were therefore the only true authority; the accretions from
editorial interference in the years which followed the publication
of the First Folio and early quartos had to be stripped away to
recover the original. Authenticity, that is, was to be based on
restoration understood not as improvement but as rediscovery.
The methodology thus offered the possibility that the canon of
Shakespeare's works could be established decisively, fixed for all
time, by reference to objective, historical criteria. Henceforth, the
text of Shakespeare was to be regarded, potentially, as monogenous,
derived from a single source, rather than polygenous.
Malone's influence has proved decisive to the history of nineteenthand twentieth-century bibliographic studies. Despite, however, the
enormous growth in knowledge concerning the material processes
of Elizabethan and Jacobean book production, the pursuit of
Shakespeare's original words sanctioned a paradoxical distrust of
precisely those early texts which Malone regarded as the touchstone
of authenticity. Many assumed that these texts must themselves
have been derived from some kind of authorial manuscript, and the
possibility that Shakespeare's papers lay hidden somewhere exercised an insidious fascination upon the antiquarian imagination.
Libraries were combed, lofts ransacked, and graves plundered, but
the manuscripts have proved obstinately elusive, mute testimony
to the low estimate an earlier culture had placed upon them once
performance and publication had exhausted their commercial value.
Undeterred, scholars attempted to infer from the evidence of the
early printed texts the nature of the manuscript which lay behind
them. The fact that the various extant versions differed so considerably from each other posed a problem which could only be partially
resolved by the designation of some as 'Bad Quartos', and therefore
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non-Shakespearean; for even the remaining 'authorised' texts varied
between themselves enormously, invariably in terms of detail and
often in terms of substance. Recourse to the concept of manuscript
authenticity could not resolve the difficulty, for such a manuscript
simply does not exist. 7 Faced with apparent textual anarchy,
editors sought solace in Platonic idealism: each variant was deemed
an imperfect copy of a perfect (if unobtainable) paradigm. Once
again, the editor's task was to restore a lost original purity,
employing compositor study, collation, conflation and emendation. 8
Compositor study attempts to identify the working practices of
the individuals who set the early quartos and the Folio, and thus
differentiate the non-Shakespearean interference, stripping the 'veil
of print from a text' and thus attempting 'to recover a number of
precise details of the underlying manuscript'. 9 Collation, the critical
comparison of different states of a text with a view to establishing
the perfect condition of a particular copy, provided systematic
classification of textual variations which could be regarded as
putative corruptions. Emendation allows the editor to select one of
the variations thrown up by collation and impose it upon the
reading of the selected control text, or where no previous reading
appeared satisfactory, to introduce a correction based upon editorial
judgement. Conflation is employed to resolve the larger scale
divergences between texts, so that, for example, the Folio Tragedie
of Hamlet, Prince of Denmarke is often employed as the control text
for modern editions of the play, but since it 'lacks' entire passages
found only in the second quarto, these are often grafted on to the
former to create the fullest 'authoritative' text.
The cuts to the Folio Hamlet may reflect, however, not a
corruption introduced in the process of transmission, but a deliberate
alteration to the text authorised by the dramatist himself. In recent
years, the proposition that Shakespeare revised his work and that
texts might therefore exist in a variety of forms has attracted
considerable support. The most publicised debate has centred on
the relationship of the Quarto M. William Shak-speare: his true
chronicle historie of the life and death of King Lear and his three daughters
and the Folio Tragedie of King Lear. 10 The editors of the recent
Oxford Shakespeare have broken new ground by including both
texts in their one-volume edition on the grounds that the Tragedie
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represents an authorial revision of the earlier Historie, which is
sufficiently radical to justify classifying it as a separate play. Wells
and Taylor founded their revisionist position upon a recognition of
the fact that Shakespeare was primarily a working dramatist rather
than literary author and that he addressed his play-texts towards a
particular audience of theatrical professionals who were expected to
flesh out the bare skeleton of the performance script: 'The written
text of any such manuscript thus depended upon an unwritten paratext which always accompanied it: an invisible life-support system
of stage directions, which Shakespeare could expect his first audience
to supply, or which those first readers would expect Shakespeare
himself to supply orally .' 11 They are thus more open than many of
their predecessors to the possibility that texts reflect their theatrical
provenance and therefore that a plurality of authorised texts may
exist, at least for certain of the plays. 12 They remain, however,
firmly. author centred - the invisible life-support system can
ultimately always be traced back to the dramatist himself and the
plays remain under his parental authority. 13
What, however, if it were not Shakespeare but the actor Burbage
who suggested, or perhaps insisted on, the cuts to Hamlet? Would
the Folio version of the play become unShakespearean? How
would we react if we knew that the Clown spoke 'More than is set
down' and that his ad libs were recorded? Or that the King's Men
sanctioned additions by another dramatist for a Court performance?
Or that a particular text recorded not the literary script of a play but
its performance script? Of course, in one sense we cannot know
these things. But drama, by its very nature, is overdetermined, the
product of multiple influences simultaneously operating across a
single site of cultural production. Eyewitness accounts of performances of the period suggest something of the provisionality of the
scripts Shakespeare provided to his theatrical colleagues:
After dinner on the 21st of september, at about two o'clock, I went
with my companions over the water, and in the thatched playhouse
saw the tragedy of the first Emperor Julius with at least fifteen
characters very well acted. At the end of the comedy they danced
according to their custom with extreme elegance. Two in men's
clothes and two in women's gave this performance, in wonderful
combination with each other. 14
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This passage offers what can seem a bizarre range of codes; the
thatched playhouse, well-acted tragedy, comic aftermath and elegant
transvestite dance, hardly correspond to the typology of Shakespearean drama our own culture has appropriated. The Swiss
tourist Thomas Platter was in fact fortunate to catch the curious
custom of the jig between Caesar and the boy dressed as Caesar's
wife, for by 1612 'all Jigs, Rhymes and Dances' after plays had been
'utterly abolished' to prevent 'tumults and outrages whereby His
Majesty's Peace is often broke' . 15 Shakespeare, however, is the
'author' of the spectacle Platter witnessed only in an extremely
limited sense; in this context the dramatist's surname functions not
simply to authenticate a literary masterpiece, but serves as a
convenient if misleading shorthand term alluding to the complex
material practices of the Elizabethan and Jacobean theatre industry. 16
It is in the latter sense that the term is used in this series.
Modern theoretical perspectives have destabilised the notion of
the author as transcendent subject operating outside history and
culture. This concept is in any event peculiarly inappropriate when
applied to popular drama of the period. It is quite possible that, as
Terence Hawkes argues, 'The notion of a single "authoritative"
text, immediately expressive of the plenitude of its author's mind
and meaning, would have been unfamiliar to Shakespeare, involved
as he was in the collaborative enterprise of dramatic production
and notoriously unconcerned to preserve in stable form the texts
of most of his plays. ' 17 The script is, of course, an integral element
of drama, but it is by no means the only one. This is obvious in
forms of representation, such as film, dependent on technologies
which emphasise the role of the auteur at the expense of that of the
writer. But even in the early modern theatre, dramatic realisation
depended not just upon the scriptwriter, 18 but upon actors, entrepreneurs, promptbook keepers, audiences, patrons, etc.; in fact, the
entire wide range of professional and institutional interests constituting the theatre industry of the period.
Just as the scriptwriter cannot be privileged over all other
influences, nor can any single script. It is becoming clear that
within Elizabethan and Jacobean culture, around each 'Shakespeare'
play there circulated a wide variety of texts, performing different
theatrical functions and adopting different shapes in different
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